
Creating Your 
‘Floral  Love Story’ .

Monday 11th -  Tuesday 12th March, 2024
Sydney.

Lucy The Flower Hunter, 

Krysta Smith, Jonima 

Flowers, Ash Wheelhouse



Join us
for a very special 2 day masterclass this Autumn

''Nothing is invented, for it is written in nature first. 

Orginality consists of returning to the origin" 

Antoni gaudi

this is a game changing 2 day masterclass 

where we will explore 

what inspires us in the natural world as floral artists and 

how we translate that inspiration to inform our work 

and to enchant our audience.  



This retreat goes beyond merely instructing you in the mechanics of 

floral design; it extends a warm invitation to take a moment, to pause, 

and to connect with your own intuition regarding 

colour, form, texture, and movement.



Exploring the natural world as a boundless source of inspiration, we will 

consider:

The creative process, From inspiration to captivating executions

Tips for capturing nature's essence in bouquets, 

centerpieces, and installations

Balancing organic designs with intentional structure

Enchanting the audience and  Strategies for storytelling in floral 

arrangements and considering

Where our flowers come from with A tour of a local family-run flower 

farm



DAY 1 .MOnday 11th March

Arrival at 10am.

Jonima Flower Farm - Southern Highlands NSW

Witness the magic of cultivation, from seed to bloom, as the skilled flower 

farmers at Jonima Flower Farm share their expertise.

Jonima Flower Farm

This part of our floral love story begins in their Flower Shed, 

where we will share introductions over tea, coffee, and cake. 

We will then wander through their flower fields, immersing ourselves in the 

joy of seasonal blooms whilst learning about sustainable practices and 

techniques. 

Lucy and Ash will explain their thought processes for picking and choosing 

blooms as we waft.

after refreshments you will then be given a bucket to snip your own flowers 

for use in a bouquet



BOUQUETS WITH ASH, FILM + FOLIAGE

Ash will demonstrate a bouquet and provide an insight into her design 

techniques, colour palettes and method to her bloom selection.

Lunch



After lunch guests  will then have the opportunity to craft their 

own bouquets using their cut blooms. Ash, Lucy and Krysta will be 

on hand for guidance throughout.

You will be able to take your bouquet and silk ribbon home at the end 

of the day. 

Lucy will photograph all your bouquets for your portfolio 

End, 4pm.



Day Two: Tuesday 12th March

Arrival at 10am

Inner City Warehouse, Alexandria. Sydney

Following the journey from the soil to the vase... On the  second 

morning, we will reconvene in an light filled industrial inner city 

warehouse.

Lucy will demonstrate a large urn design and how she uses seasonal 

blooms to create small gardens, reminscent of old dutch paintings.

Following her demonstration, participants will be given a vessel and 

have the chance to express their interpretation of a landscape, garden, 

moment, or memory, with a deliberate emphasis on colour, movement and 

placement of focal flowers.

Lunch



  In the afternoon, we’ll consolidate everything we’ve explored with Lucy.

 She’ll emphasize the significance of styling, harnessing natural light, and 
incorporating photography into your work.

Lucy will demonstrate how to evoke the desired atmosphere, helping 

you contemplate the narrative you wish to convey and offering 

insights on capturing it effectively with a camera or your phone.

You will leave with your own garden in a bowl and an imagination full 

of insights in how to embrace all the seasonal imperfections into your 

floral work. 

Lucy will capture your masterpiece in a final image.

Guest's  will also receive 

- A signed copy of Lucy’s Latest Bestselling book.



Your hosts
Lucy would describe herself as a visual storyteller who is 
passionate about creating floral and garden art and capturing that 
sense of theatre with her camera around the world for events, 
Editorials, education and private clients. 
With a degree in fine art from Liverpool university, a lifetime 
designing gardens and self-taught photography her work is 
constantly looking at ways in which we can soften and meld the 
boundaries between the inside and out, capturing for a moment the 
fine and transitory shifts in nature, the light of the changing 
seasons and always, colour, form and composition.
She is the author of two best selling books, 'The Flower Hunter'

Ash is the passionate and creative owner of the luxury floral design 
company Film and Foliage and founder of the floristry education 
platform Wildflower Academy.
She discovered her love for floristry over 12 years ago. Since then 
her ethereal and whimsical floral sculptures have enhanced more 
than 700 weddings across Australia and the world. Seeing the value 
people gained from her sharing her knowledge inspired a new 
passion for helping her fellow flower lovers overcome their own 
boundaries and create their dream floral journey. Hence, she 
founded Wildflower Academy, where she shares her expertise and 
helps aspiring florists achieve their full potential.

Ingrid is known as the Floral boss.  This title was bestowed on her 
by her family.  She plans and co-ordinates the logistics of the farm, 
the markets and all things flowers. Starting her life in the suburbs 
and living the city life she always had a love of gardening and plants 
and always dreamt of having  a garden of her own. 
Marrying ‘the farmer’, together they imagined a flower farm that 
would be a floral oasis. The changing of seasons and the life cycle 
of our flower farm inspire me in the things we grow and create.  I 
am blessed to be constantly taken by surprise by what our little 
flower farm creates and it is my greatest joy as an artist to be able to 
gather and share what the changing seasons bring.

Krysta has been planning, designing and flowering weddings and 
events for over a decade.
She won UK National Wedding Planner of the Year in 2019, before 
relocating 'down-under'. Prior to becoming a wedding planner she 
managed medical exhibitions and events at trade shows across the 
globe for Oxford University Press.
Krysta's background gives her a unique perspective on each event 
she plans and designs, and her attention to detail is second to none.
Based in Sydney, proudly half-Italian, hailing from the UK, and 
having spent years living across Europe and Asia, Krysta can 
design your wedding and your flowers wherever your imagination 
takes you.



Masterclass Costs
Monday 11th and Tuesday 12th March 2024

TOTAL COST $3,000.00 AUSD

To book your tickets and for full details of payment plans and early bird 

discount and the fine detail,

please click the link below 

 We So look forward to meeting you. 

SECURE YOUR SPOT FOR THIS AUTUMN MASTERCLASS

https://hello.dubsado.com/public/form/view/6572be44e2f1db003a8d1867



